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High-strength 7xxx series aluminum alloys are of great importance for the aerospace
industries. However, this type of aluminum alloys has poor processability for most
additive manufacturing techniques. In this paper, a newly designed Al–Zn–Mg alloy was
used as a feeding wire to fabricate thin wall-shaped samples using the wire and arc
additive manufacturing (WAAM) technique. These samples were fabricated based on
the cold metal transfer (CMT) process with four different types of arc modes, that is,
CMT, CMT-incorporated pulse (CMT + P), CMT-incorporated polarity (CMT + A), CMT-
incorporated pulse and polarity (CMT + PA). The optical microscopy, x-ray computed
tomography, and scanning electron microscopy equipped with energy-dispersive x-ray
spectroscopy (EDS) and electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) were employed to
characterize the microstructure and phase constitution. The results clearly reveal that
the porosity varies with the arc modes, and the densest sample with porosity of 0.97%
was obtained using the CMT + P mode. The mechanical properties of the fabricated
samples are also dependent on the arc modes. The tensile strength and yield strength
of the sample manufactured by the CMT + PA arc mode are the highest. In terms of
anisotropy, the strength differences in horizontal and vertical direction of the samples
made by CMT + PA, CMT + A, and CMT modes are all large, which is mainly ascribed
to the pores distributed at the interlayer region.

Keywords: wire and arc additive manufacturing, cold metal transfer, porosity, second phase particles, anisotropy,
high strength aluminum alloy

INTRODUCTION

Additive manufacturing process is now an efficient technique to manufacture complex, large-scale
parts (DebRoy et al., 2018). Weldability is an important factor to determine whether a metal is
suitable for additive manufacturing (Oliveira et al., 2020). However, there are only a limited number
of materials that exhibit good weldability, e.g., Ti6Al4V, Inconel 718, and AlSi10Mg (Kuo et al.,
2017; Aboulkhair et al., 2019; Liu and Shin, 2019). Among these alloys, aluminum alloys are widely
used in aerospace, aircraft, and automotive fields because of their good combination of light weight,
high strength, and good ductility.

AlSi10Mg is, currently, the most suitable aluminum alloy for laser-based additive manufacturing
process (Rosenthal et al., 2014; Girelli et al., 2019). However, its mechanical properties cannot meet
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most of the aerospace requirements (Martin et al., 2017).
Attempts have been made to fabricate high-strength aluminum
alloys such as 7xxx series by selective laser melting (SLM)
(Wang et al., 2017; Uddin et al., 2018). However, microcracks
are often inevitable, due to their high solidification shrinkage
and high susceptibility to liquation cracking in the fast cooling
procedure (Montero-Sistiaga et al., 2016; Stopyra et al., 2020).
Wire and arc additive manufacturing (WAAM), which is a
variation of the direct energy deposition (DED) technology,
uses an electric arc as the heat source to melt the metal wires
layer by layer to form the near net shape three-dimensional
(3D) components. This technique has been adopted to fabricate
high-strength 7xxx aluminum since its high reflectivity of laser
during SLM is no longer an issue. Cong et al. (2015) discussed
the current research status of the WAAM technology and the
future development trend. Cong et al. (2015) investigated the
effect of the arc mode on the Al-6.3Cu alloy and proved
that porosity is efficiently controlled by the low heat input.
Generally, the mechanisms of pore formation were classified
into the following: gas pores induced by hydrogen, which shows
the sphere morphology, and the tortuous surface induced by
solidification shrinkage (Cong et al., 2015). Ding et al. (2015)
fabricated 7055-Al by WAAM to investigate its processability,
mechanical properties, and microstructure evolution. 7055-Al
shows quite good processability and medium tensile strength.
However, the analysis of defects and their correlation with
microstructure and mechanical properties are left unexploited.
Klein et al. (2020) studied the Al–Zn–Mg–Cu alloy with a high-
magnesium element and low-zinc element. It proved that this
type of aluminum has a good deposition feasibility by WAAM
(Klein et al., 2020). A similar aluminum alloy was investigated by
Morais et al. (2020) and this aluminum alloy shows quite a high
strength after heat treatment. Li et al. (2020) studied the Al–Zn–
Mg alloy fabricated by the WAAM technique. The mechanical
properties, microstructure, and pores distribution were tested
and discussed; it was proved that the deteriorated mechanical
properties, as compared to the forging counterparts, are related
to the loss of the zinc and magnesium element as vapor, and the
porosity clearly decreases the strength of the WAAM samples (Li
et al., 2020, 2021). However, the detailed porosity, microstructure,
and phase constitution in the high Zn/Mg ratio aluminum
fabricated by WAAM remain uncertain.

In this paper, a new high-strength Al–Zn–Mg alloy with
a high Zn/Mg ratio was designed and used to fabricate
samples by the WAAM technique using four different
arc modes associated with the different heat input. The
microstructure and chemical composition of the samples
were carefully characterized by scanning electron microscopy
(SEM)/energy-dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDS)/electron
backscatter diffraction (EBSD); x-ray CT was employed
to examine the porosity in 3D, while tensile tests along
both the horizontal and vertical direction of the fabricated
samples were conducted to measure their mechanical
properties. The correlation between the microstructure and
second-phase particles, and the heterogeneous porosity of
these four types of samples with mechanical properties are
discussed in detail.

MATERIALS AND METHODSOLOGY

Materials and Samples Preparation
The chemical compositions of the Al–Zn–Mg feeding wire and
the basal material 5083 aluminum plate are listed in Table 1,
which were determined by inductively coupled plasma optical
emission spectroscopy (ICP-OES). The diameter of the feeding
wire is 1.2 mm, and the dimension of the base metal plate is
300× 300× 12 mm.

The as-deposited samples were prepared layer by layer by
the WAAM manufacturing equipment, which consists of a
KUKA robot, a Fronius cold metal transfer (CMT) advanced
welding machine, and a welding platform. The base metal was
a 12 mm-thick 5083-H112 plate. Before deposition, the basal
metal was champed on the welding platform. Then, the oxide
layer of the basal metal surface was removed by a grinder and
then cleaned with acetone solution. The welding machine can
produce four kinds of arc modes: pure CMT, the CMT process–
incorporated pulse (CMT + P), the CMT process–incorporated
polarity (CMT + A), and the CMT process–incorporated pulse
and polarity (CMT + PA). The WAAM deposition parameters
are listed in Table 2. The thin wall-shaped samples with a size
of 220 × 85 × 8 mm were fabricated layer by layer with a 120s
interval between layers. The metallographic samples were cut
along the building direction, and dog-bone samples along the
horizontal and vertical direction were cut by a wire electrical
discharge machine for the tensile test, as shown in Figure 1.

Microstructure Characterization and
Mechanical Testing
To detect the porosity of the fabricated WAAM samples, the x-ray
CT (GE v| tome| x m) was employed to examine micropores
distribution in the samples. Samples for microstructure
characterization were grounded by a grit paper from 400# to
2000#, and then polished to a mirror facet through a standard
metallographic procedure. The samples were etched by Keller’s
reagent for optical microstructure observation both in horizontal
and vertical directions. Samples were further mechanically
polished for the SEM-EDS analysis (SEM, JEOL-IT500) to

TABLE 1 | Chemical compositions of basal metal and filler wire (wt.%).

Material Fe Si Cu Mn Zn Mg

5083 plate 0.32 0.38 0.07 0.63 0.22 4.68

Al–Zn–Mg wire 0.079 <0.005 – <0.005 5.28 2.70

TABLE 2 | Wire and arc additive manufacturing (WAAM) deposition parameters of
the four samples.

Sample Arc mode Wire feeding
speed

Deposition
speed

Shielding gas
Flow (99.99%)

A CMT + A 0.6 m/min 6 m/min 20 L/min

B CMT

C CMT + P

D CMT + PA
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obtain the microstructure, phase distribution, and chemical
composition of phases. The EBSD (SEM, JEOL 7900F) samples
were prepared by the electropolish method using a voltage
of 30V for a duration of 88 s with the electrolyte composed
of 10% perchlorate alcohol solution. The tensile tests were
conducted using the INSTRON 5983 machine with a strain rate
of 0.00025 s−1.

RESULTS

Heat Input
The heat input of the four modes is quite different, and the
calculation method is presented in Reference Fang et al. (2018).
The heat input has a significant impact on the formation of
microstructures and phase constitution (Su et al., 2019). The heat

FIGURE 1 | (A) Schematic of the sampling positions and (B) the dimensions of tensile sample.

FIGURE 2 | Porosity morphology in (a) CMT + A, (b) CMT, (c) CMT + P, and (d) CMT + PA samples. CMT, cold metal transfer; CMT + A, cold metal
transfer–incorporated polarity; CMT + P, cold metal transfer–incorporated pulse; and CMT + PA, cold metal transfer–incorporated pulse and polarity.
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input of these four types of arc modes can be calculated by the
following equation:

HI =

∫ t2
t1UiIi

t2 − t1

/
TS (1)

where HI is heat input, U is voltage, I is current, t is time, and
TS is the travel speed. The calculated heat input of the different
arc modes is 206.3, 172.8, 162.1, and 121.3 J/mm in the CMT,
CMT + P, CMT + A, and CMT + PA arc modes, respectively.
It can be seen that the largest and lowest heat input are CMT and
CMT+ PA, respectively.

Micropores Distribution
Figure 2 depicts the micropore morphologies of the as-deposited
sample with four different arc modes. The pores in all types of
samples are close to spherical, and large pores in the CMT + A
mode can be clearly seen, while the pore size in the CMT + PA
sample is clearly much smaller than the other samples.

To further analyze the pores, the x-ray CT was employed to
obtain the 3D distribution of pores in Figure 3. It can be clearly
seen that the micropores mainly distribute at each interlayer zone,
while the micropores at the innerlayer zone are quite small. The
total volume ratio of pores is 2.07, 1.84, 1.76, and 0.97% in CMT,
CMT + A, CMT + P, and CMT + PA samples, respectively.

FIGURE 3 | Porosity distribution, 3D-morphology, and location inside the as-deposited samples (a) CMT + A, (b) CMT, (c) CMT + PA, and (d) CMT + P. CMT, cold
metal transfer; CMT + A, cold metal transfer–incorporated polarity; CMT + P, cold metal transfer–incorporated pulse; and CMT + PA, cold metal
transfer–incorporated pulse and polarity.
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FIGURE 4 | Optical microstructure of these four samples in the horizontal and vertical section: (a) horizontal, (b) vertical section of the CMT + A mode, (c) horizontal
and (d) vertical section of the CMT mode, (e,f) CMT + P mode, and (g,h) CMT + PA mode. CMT, cold metal transfer; CMT + A, cold metal transfer–incorporated
polarity; CMT + P, cold metal transfer–incorporated pulse; and CMT + PA, cold metal transfer–incorporated pulse and polarity.
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This proved that the arc mode has a significant effect on reducing
pores in the samples. And the pulse and polarity arc modes have
a positive effect in reducing the pore defects (Cong et al., 2015).

Microstructure Characterization
The mechanical properties of the as-deposited samples
always depend on the microstructural changes and elemental
distribution after experiencing an abrupt and cyclic thermal
history. Figure 4 displays the microstructures of these four
samples along the vertical and horizontal sections from
optical microscope (OM). These micrographs show the typical
solidification characteristics of both the columnar dendritic
and equiaxed dendritic structures. Each deposited layer can
be divided into the interlayer and center regions. The grain
structures in the four samples show a small difference. The
grain structures of these four samples are all of equiaxed shape
in the horizontal section, while nearly columnar structures are
observed in the vertical section in the CMT and CMT + P

sample. There are fine equiaxed grain regions at the interlayer
region in CMT+ A and CMT+ PA samples, while the interlayer
fine-grained regions are not obvious in the CMT + P and CMT
samples. The grain size in the CMT + PA sample in the vertical
section and horizontal section is almost the same, which is
beneficial to eliminate the potential anisotropy of the material.

Element Distribution and Phase Constitution
It is widely accepted that the high strength of the 7075 alloy
is mainly ascribed to a series of second-phase particles such
as typical nanosize of η(MgZn2) (Davis, 1993). The solute
contents and particles change significantly during WAAM, which
plays an important role in the microstructure and mechanical
properties variation.

Figure 5 exhibits the constituted second-phase particle
distribution of the four as-deposited samples observed using the
SEM. It can be seen from Figure 5a that most of the particles,
with a rod-like morphology and an average size of less than

FIGURE 5 | BSE maps of the precipitation distribution in the as-deposited sample along the vertical direction (a) CMT, (b) CMT + A, (c) CMT + P, and (d) CMT + PA.
CMT, cold metal transfer; CMT + A, cold metal transfer–incorporated polarity; CMT + P, cold metal transfer–incorporated pulse; and CMT + PA, cold metal
transfer–incorporated pulse and polarity.
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5 µm, distribute inside the α-Al matrix. In the four samples,
the second-phase particles in CMT + A and CMT + P samples
have a tendency to aggregate into a band-like distribution
at the interlayer zone along the fusion line, as indicated by
the yellow dotted line in Figures 5b,c. On the other hand,
these white particles in the CMT + PA sample are almost
uniformly distributed.

The backscattered-electron (BSE) images are shown in
Figure 6 to reveal more details of the fine and coarse particles.
The morphology of the particles is mainly influenced by the
alloy composition and cooling conditions, and different cooling
conditions result in different morphologies. It can be seen in

Figure 6b that some white particles in higher magnification
show a net-like eutectic structure. These particles are most
likely divorced eutectic particles formed during the final stage of
cooling (Liu et al., 2019).

To further analyze the phase constitution of the white
particles, EDS was performed on both the fine and coarse
particles. The results show that the content of Zn and Mg in
the α-Al matrix is 4.73wt.% and 1.78wt.%, respectively. Some
of these fine white particles contain a large amount of Zn and
only a little Fe, as shown in Figure 6a. Its chemical composition
is 6.8wt.%Mg, 68.24wt.%Al, 6.74wt.%Fe, and 18.21wt.%Zn. This
Fe-containing particle is considered to be detrimental to the

FIGURE 6 | (a) Particle morphology and spatial distribution in as-deposited CMT + PA sample and EDS analysis of the round particle and (b) eutectic structure of the
white particle and its corresponding EDS analysis. EDS, energy-dispersive x-ray spectroscopy and CMT + PA, cold metal transfer–incorporated pulse and polarity.

FIGURE 7 | (A) Tensile curves and (B) histogram of the tensile strength of the four samples.
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strength of the material (Barbagallo et al., 2004). The composition
of the coarse eutectic white particle is mainly Al, Mg, and
Zn elements. The content of each element is 60.14, 19.53, and
20.34%, respectively (see Figure 6b), which are likely to be Al–
Mg–Zn ternary compounds.

Mechanical Properties
The stress–strain curves and mechanical properties of the four as-
deposited samples are shown in Figure 7. The overall mechanical
properties, in terms of both strength and elongation, of the
CMT+ PA sample are the highest, while the tensile strength and
yield strength of the CMT + A sample are the lowest. The mean
value of horizontal and vertical tensile strength in the CMT+ PA
mode is 316.3 and 280.9 MPa, respectively, and the yield strengths
are 258.3 and 238.1 MPa, respectively. The tensile strengths of the
vertical and horizontal sample in the CMT + A mode are 210.6
and 227.4 MPa, and the yield strength is 205.9 and 212.3 MPa,
respectively, which is the lowest among these samples. Except for
the samples of the CMT + P mode, the vertical and horizontal
mechanical properties are quite different in the other modes. The
elongation of CMT + A is lower than other samples, which is
3% in the vertical direction and 4.2% in the horizontal direction,
respectively, while the CMT + PA sample has an elongation of
>6.2% in all samples.

DISCUSSION

Formation Mechanism of Porosity
The gas pores and lack of fusion pores are easily produced
in additive manufacturing of metallic materials (DebRoy et al.,
2018). The morphology of the gas pore is usually spherical, and
the lack of the fusion pore is typically irregular. Since the majority
of pores are spherical (see Figures 2, 3), it can be concluded
that the lack of fusion is not the main reason for the formation
of pores. Normally, the most considerable factor of gas pore
formation during additive manufacturing (AM) of the aluminum
alloy is hydrogen element (Wu et al., 2013), but the entrapment
of metal vapor also plays an important role. In the feeding wire,
the content of Zn is 5.28wt.%, and the boiling point of Zn is
907◦C, which is much lower than that of the Mg (1090◦C) and Al
(2518◦C) element. Table 3 lists the main chemical composition of
these four samples. It can be clearly seen that the zinc element has
reduced at least∼0.5wt.% after WAAM. This means that zinc has
vaporized in the deposited process. Therefore, zinc evaporation
must have contributed to the gas pore formation. It is, therefore,
reasonable to assume that these pores are a mixture of hydrogen
gas pores and zinc evaporation pores. The fact that most of the
gas pores are located near the interlayer region is unambiguously
demonstrated from the x-ray CT, as presented in Figure 3. This
non-uniformly distributed porosity should be held responsible
for the anisotropic mechanical properties of the as-deposited
samples, as will be detailed later.

Microstructure and Second-Phase
Particles
To further analyze the grain morphology and crystallographic
texture, the inverse pole figure (IPF) EBSD maps of the

TABLE 3 | Chemical compositions of the as-deposited samples obtained by
inductively coupled plasma (ICP).

Arc mode Mg Zn Fe

CMT 2.98 4.71 0.0092

CPA 2.54 4.76 0.1000

CA 2.98 4.72 0.0130

CP 3.00 4.68 0.0040

CMT + PA and CMT samples were used, which are presented
in Figures 8a–h. The effect of the arc mode on the grain
morphology and grain size is evident. Equiaxed grain structure
can be seen in the interlayer center region of the CMT + PA
sample, while grains at the inner layer region show a larger grain
size. Characteristic columnar structure is present at the inner
layer region, and equiaxed grains can be seen at the interlayer
region in the CMT, CMT+ P, and CMT+ A samples. The aspect
ratio of the columnar grain in CMT, CMT + P, CMT + A, and
CMT + PA samples is 3.4, 3.08, 2.88, and 2.31, respectively. The
average grain size in the inner layer regions of CMT, CMT + P,
CMT + A, and CMT + PA are 88, 78, 68.3, and 58.9 µm,
respectively. It is, further, proved that the reduced heat input has a
positive effect on columnar to equiaxed transition and decreasing
the grain size; this is probably due to the fact that a faster cooling
rate can be achieved at reduced heat input. Figure 9 displays
the pole figures of the CMT + PA and CMT samples. Although
CMT + PA shows a lower maximum texture intensity (8.53)
than that of the CMT sample (13.28), crystallographic texture was
produced both in the CMT sample and CMT + PA sample. This
means the crystallographic texture is not the dominating reason
for the differences in the mechanical properties of the CMT+ PA
and CMT samples.

The arc mode also affects the status of the second-phase
particles in the as-deposited samples. As shown in Figure 6,
the second-phase particles may aggregate into a band-like
distribution at the interlayer zone along the fusion line or being
uniformly distributed, depending on the arc modes. Based on
the Al–Zn–Mg ternary system, it can be concluded that the α-Al
phase was the first to grow in the molten pool, since it developed a
dendritic morphology (Liang et al., 1998). The liquid surrounding
the solid–liquid interface was enriched with a solute (Zn and
Mg). These solute elements cannot diffuse evenly due to the
rapid solidification during the WAAM process. Therefore, the
chemical composition of the retained liquid eventually reached
the eutectic point in the ternary system; phases such as MgZn2,
τ-Al2Mg3Zn3 intermetallic compounds and (α + τ-Al2Mg3Zn3)
eutectic structure can be formed, as echoed in Reference Alvarez
et al. (2005). According to the EDS energy spectrum results and
the chemical composition of the wire filler, it is inferred that the
coarse second-phase particles may be the (α-Al+ τ-Al2Mg3Zn3)
(Suarez et al., 2009).

Mechanical Properties
The strengthening of the aluminum alloy mainly includes
solid solution strengthening, dispersion strengthening, and work
hardening. The EDS energy spectrum shows that most Zn and
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FIGURE 8 | The center and interlayer region IPF maps of these four samples: (a) center region of the CMT sample, (b) interlayer region of the CMT sample, (c) center
region of the CMT + P sample, (d) interlayer region of the CMT + P sample, (e) center region of the CMT + A sample, (f) interlayer region of the CMT + A sample, (g)
center region of the CMT + PA sample, and (h) interlayer region of the CMT + PA sample. CMT, cold metal transfer; CMT + A, cold metal transfer–incorporated
polarity; CMT + P, cold metal transfer–incorporated pulse; CMT + PA, cold metal transfer–incorporated pulse and polarity, and IPF, inverse pole figure.
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FIGURE 9 | (A) Pole figure of CMT + PA and (B) pole figure of CMT. CMT, cold metal transfer and CMT + PA, cold metal transfer–incorporated pulse and polarity.

Mg elements are dissolved into α-Al; the zinc content also
increases from 4.13wt.% to 4.7wt.% in the α-Al phase under
a different heat input; this contributes to the solid solution
strengthening. The size of the constituent second phase in the
deposited material is basically in the scale of 5 µm, as shown
in Figures 6, 7. Due to their large sizes, their contribution
to the strength is very limited (Huang et al., 2018). During
the cyclic heating and cooling process, some nanoscale second-
phase dispersion and precipitation are expected, which may
contribute to the strength improvement of the samples (Fang
et al., 2021). It should be noted that the high strength of 7xxx
alloys depends on the massive nanoscale precipitates after an
appropriate solid solution and aging heat treatment; this is
not covered here since it will be the topic of our next paper.
The microstructure for the four samples shows inhomogeneous
grains and heterogeneous distribution of precipitated particles.
The grain sizes are within the range of ∼88 to ∼58.9 µm
with various arc modes; the scale of grain refinement is too
small to introduce significant grain boundary strengthening
(Ding et al., 2015).

It should be noted that the porosity also significantly affects
the mechanical properties of the as-deposited aluminum alloys
(Zhou et al., 2020; Fang et al., 2021). The strength differences
in the horizontal and vertical directions of the as-deposited
samples are related to the heterogeneous distribution of pores
at the interlayer, as shown in Figure 3 from the x-ray CT.
The fracture surfaces after the tensile testing are helpful to
explain the fracture behavior; only the fractography of the sample
fabricated by CMT + PA is further explained here. As shown
in Figure 10, the fracture is mainly a mixture of the brittle
fracture morphology and local plastic characteristics regardless

of the horizontal or vertical direction. The brittle fracture of
the samples is characterized by the intergranular brittle fracture
with the dimple gliding surface (Figures 10b,d). The dimples
are shallow and of small size (∼5 µm), as pointed out by the
red arrow. This explains the low fracture elongation of the as-
deposited samples. Besides, there are many pores distributed on
the fracture surface. The interlayer pores can be clearly seen
in Figure 10a (horizontal direction, as indicated by the red
dotted lines), while pores are scattered in the vertical direction
(Figure 10c, as indicated by the red dotted circles). This implies
that microcracks may preferentially originate from these pores
at the interlayer zone, and then these microcracks propagate
and join together to form macrocracks until fracture takes place
in the vertical direction. Therefore, the strength in the vertical
direction is generally inferior to that of the horizontal direction
in CMT+ PA, CMT, and CMT+ P sample. The porosity ratio in
CMT+ P is lower than that in the CMT+ PA sample; this could
be an explanation to the similar tensile strength in the horizontal
and vertical direction. However, the pore accumulation at the
interlayer zone in CMT + PA may cause the lower strength in
the vertical direction. Even though the CMT + A sample has the
lowest porosity, large pores (as illustrated in Figure 3) could be
the main reason for its low tensile strength.

Generally, heat treatment is an indispensable step to increase
the strength of the Al–Zn–Mg alloy. The work presented in this
article is mainly a preliminary exploration of fabricating a high-
strength Al–Zn–Mg component using the WAAM technology.
Ongoing work will focus on tailoring the chemical composition
of this alloy for the WAAM process, as well as reducing the
porosity and performing appropriate heat treatment to improve
the mechanical properties of Al–Zn–Mg materials.
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FIGURE 10 | Fracture morphology of the CMT + PA sample along the horizontal direction (a) low-magnification and (b) high-magnification photo and the vertical
direction (c) low-magnification and (d) high-magnification photo. CMT + PA, cold metal transfer–incorporated pulse and polarity.

CONCLUSION

The Al–Zn–Mg alloy was successfully fabricated without a hot
crack by WAAM. The correlation between the microstructure,
second-phase particles, porosity, and mechanical properties was
exploited. The following conclusion can be drawn:

(1) The heat input has a non-negligible influence on the
microstructure and porosity of the Al–Zn–Mg alloy.
Columnar grains tend to transform into equiaxed grains
when the heat input is reduced.

(2) The pores in the as-deposited sample are dominated by gas
pores. This type of porosity mainly consists of hydrogen gas
pores and zinc vapor pores. The volume fraction of pores is
reduced because of heat input decreasing.

(3) The tensile and yield strength of the CMT + PA
sample show the optimum tensile properties among
the samples fabricated by different arc modes. The
mechanical anisotropy can be ascribed to the accumulated
pores near the interlayer region. The fracture shows a
mixture of the brittle fracture morphology with local
plastic characteristics. The difference in strength along the
horizontal and vertical directions is most likely caused by
the heterogenous interlayer pores.
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